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May 8th, 2017 

 

Dear Youth Ensembles’ Families, 

 

This letter is to share some very important news with you regarding the direction of our program.  

We are invested in each and every one of our families and want any changes to best serve our 

students.  Therefore, we also welcome any requests for clarification, suggestions and thoughts. 

 

First, we’d like to announce that Matthew Nix has been offered a full-time teaching position just 

outside of Chicago to begin in fall this year, and therefore will be stepping down as the 

Symphony Director at CMSa2 after this season.   This is a wonderful opportunity for our dear 

friend and colleague, however, we all – students, parents and staff alike – will be very sad to see 

him go.   

 

In addition, we have the exciting news to share that Caitlin Mihalko has announced that she is 

expecting this October.  We are all over-joyed for her and her family!  However, understandably, 

she will also be stepping down as Concert Orchestra Director after this season to focus on her 

life with the new little one. 

 

Both Matt and Caitlin will be greatly missed and we are truly grateful to them for their amazing 

work with the students over the years.  We hope to honor them at our upcoming concert on May 

14th and send them off with tons of well wishes and love. 

 

We have taken this opportunity to think deeply about the best direction of our program and have 

concluded that we’d like to shift the focus to chamber music.  The main differences between 

chamber and orchestra playing are that chamber ensembles do not have a conductor and the 

ensembles are generally smaller, three to six players on individual parts.  Our brass, wind and 

percussion ensembles already have a taste of what chamber playing is like.   

 

Also, our particular approach to chamber music is unique in that it veers away from the 

traditional coaching model to a more youth-led model with the teacher guiding the students in 

their own process through inquiry.  The Brandenburg Project is a good example of a CMSa2 

chamber ensemble which is shaped by this approach.   

 

The next steps for making this transition: 

 Expect an email and/or Tutti post that will give in-depth details about the chamber 

classes. 

 All students invited to re-audition so that they can be offered a place in appropriate 

ensembles.  Auditions are May 22nd, 6:30-9:00 OR students can send in a video by May 

22nd. More details in an upcoming Tutti. 

 For those who have not yet been contacted directly about this change, do expect a call 

sometime this week.  This will be an opportunity to ask questions and give feedback. 

 

We look forward to ending the season on a high note and continuing to work with each and every 

one of you in ensuring our students have equally inspiring and transformative experiences come 

fall! 
 

Most sincerely, 

 

 

Kasia Bielak-Hoops  Matthew Nix  Cailtin Mihalko 

Executive Director     YE Director  YE Director 

 



 


